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Bem Brasil 

"Most Spectacular"

Located within the Liverpool One, Bem Brasil brings the delightful

Brazilian churrascaria experience to Liverpool. Simply put, a churrascaria

is a Brazilian steakhouse, where you are served an assorted range of

barbecued meats turn by turn until you decide to stop. There's no a la

carte menu and you pay a fixed price for the meal. Also included in the

price is a buffet of selected salads, sides and Brazilian specialties. The

elegant restaurant interiors bathe in natural light during the day. But as

evening draws, the place sports an intimate vibe thanks to the

contemporary lanterns and subtle lighting choices. The large dining room

can accommodate groups with ease. Check website for more.

 +44 151 709 0044  bembrasilrestaurants.com

/restaurants/liverpool

 liverpool@bembrasilrestaur

ants.com

 47-49 Hanover Street,

Liverpool

 by SocialButterflyMMG   

Las Iguanas 

"Latin Experience"

Las Iguanas, with its multiple restaurants across the United Kingdom,

brings alive the flavors of South America. This outlet in Liverpool is

located within the popular shopping complex, Liverpool One. Peruse and

choose from their extensive menu that offer flavors from various Latin

regions. Empanadas, chimichanga, enchilada, tacos, burritos and fajitas

are just a few examples. End your meal with churros or the Berry Mexican

Mess. A range of classic libations and cocktails are on offer to accompany

your meal. Drop by Las Iguanas-Liverpool for an authentic Latin meal or

just to unwind with a drink.

 +44 151 709 4030  www.iguanas.co.uk/restau

rants/liverpool

 liverpool@iguanas.co.uk  14 Paradise Street, Liverpool

ONE, Liverpool
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Alma de Cuba 

"Latin American Extravaganza"

Alma de Cuba is perhaps one of the most unique bar and restaurants you

will ever come across. That's because this trendy Latin-American watering

hole is set in what was once St Peter's Catholic Church. A lot of the

original design of the church still stands, like the remains of the altar,

Lady's chapel and religious paintings. The active calendar of events

features everything from live gigs to launch parties throughout the year.

Despite the dated setting, the space is often used for contemporary

events and is host to a number of shows that can best be described as

glamorous. Drinking and dining at a church takes a little bit of getting

used to, but Alma de Cuba remains a superb venue for a fun night in town.

 +44 843 504 4692  info@alma-de-cuba.com  Seel Street, St. Peter's Church,

Liverpool
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Meet 

"Award-Winning Steakhouse"

Heavenly steaks and hearty Argentinian food beckon diners to Meet, one

of the few Argentinian Steakhouses in the region. The cozy dining room,

characterized by earthy hues and warm lighting, has a welcoming vibe.

Light woods on the floor and tables are well complemented by the all-

black seating scheme. Colorful lanterns and a wall mural add a nice touch

to the proceedings. The menu offers a delightfully large selection of

grilled meats and steaks. Care is taken to ensure the freshness of the

ingredients with local sourcing and a firm avoidance of frozen meat.

Sharing plates offer an ideal option for groups. The restaurant is able to

accommodate large groups and is an ideal destination for private

functions. Check website for more.

 +44 151 258 1816  www.meetsteakhouse.co.

uk/

 enquiries@meetsteakhous

e.co.uk

 50 Brunswick Street,

Liverpool
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